29 June – 2 July 2022
Welcome cocktail in Sachi

FIRST SAKE
Twelv. 2018 Special AFS - Kidoizumi Shuzo (Chiba)
Produced using an extremely difficult to cultivate heirloom rice variety
called Kamenoo (lit. ‘turtle tail’). A sparkling sake produced by
secondary fermentation in the bottle.

Scallop sashimi, summer salad, tomato dashi & seaweed

SECOND SAKE
Ine Mankai ‘Full Bloom’ Rose - Mukai Shuzo (Kyoto)
A unique red sake made from an ancient rice variety,
created by the first female head brewer in Japan.

Smørrebrød, pickled sardines, gooseberry & oyster leaf

THIRD SAKE
Te To Te - Tsuchida Shuzo (Gunma)
A low intervention, junmai kimoto muroka genshu sake, produced at
a family run brewery that has been producing sake for six generations.

Lamb cutlet, braised belly, broad beans, mushrooms & truffle

FOURTH SAKE
Niwa no Uguisu ‘Nightingale’s Garden’ Doburoku
- Yamaguchi Shuzo (Fukuoka)
A special license is required to brew doburoku in Japan,
which few breweries have, so rarely seen in the UK. A cloudy sake,
sweet and sour, with plenty of natural lactic acid peculiar to doburoku.

Pistachio cake, strawberries, white balsamic

PLANT-BASED MENU OPTION
Welcome cocktail in Sachi

FIRST SAKE
Twelv. 2018 Special AFS - Kidoizumi Shuzo (Chiba)
Produced using an extremely difficult to cultivate heirloom rice variety
called Kamenoo (lit. ‘turtle tail’). A sparkling sake produced by
secondary fermentation in the bottle.

Tofu, summer salad, tomato dashi & seaweed

SECOND SAKE
Ine Mankai ‘Full Bloom’ Rose - Mukai Shuzo (Kyoto)
A unique red sake made from an ancient rice variety,
created by the first female head brewer in Japan.

Smørrebrød, charred cucumber, gooseberry & oyster leaf

THIRD SAKE
Te To Te - Tsuchida Shuzo (Gunma)
A low intervention, junmai kimoto muroka genshu sake, produced at
a family run brewery that has been producing sake for six generations.

Braised chicory, broad beans, mushrooms & truffle

FOURTH SAKE
Niwa no Uguisu ‘Nightingale’s Garden’ Doburoku
- Yamaguchi Shuzo (Fukuoka)
A special license is required to brew doburoku in Japan,
which few breweries have, so rarely seen in the UK. A cloudy sake,
sweet and sour, with plenty of natural lactic acid peculiar to doburoku.

Coconut cake, strawberries, white balsamic
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Please inform us if you have any dietary or allergen requirements.

